Share your message with 20,000+ subscribers and 195,000+ unique devices!
WHY INVEST IN TRAJECTORY MAGAZINE?

• We have more than 20,000 individual subscribers
• There have been over 195,000 unique visitors to Trajectorymagazine.com & USGIF.org in the previous 12 months
• 58.8% of our website visitors are from NGA.MIL
• 6,495 US Government/Military (non-contractor) email recipients
BRAND NEW DIGITAL FORMAT

• For the first time ever, the USGIF is allowing our partners to publish Sponsored Content within Trajectory Magazine and across Trajectorymagazine.com!
• Communicate with our readers more effectively via one of our new Sponsored Modules which come in three size options.
• Interested in something a bit more unique? Take a look at one of our new Immersive Web Pages that enables your company to publish an entire web page on Trajectorymagazine.com!
HALF MODULE - 1x $4,000, 2x $3,960, 3x $3,800

INTSIDER
GEOINT Community News and Events

VANTAGE POINT

A SENSE OF PURPOSE AND FOCUS

Dealing effectively with the challenges and uncertainties of the future

The Honorable Jeffrey K. Harris

Collaborating with subject matter experts is a core strength of the USGIF ecosystem. We recognize that there is always someone smarter, more innovative, there is often someone organizationally senior, and, we recognize when to engage with the competition. We must each be leaders and strive to connect people. Socially intelligent people understand that the best problem-solver is a strong network.

ADVERTISEMENT
1/2 MODULE

Headline – Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

Subhead text – Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore

(provide photo or video for background)
FULL MODULE - 1x $6,000, 2x $5,940, 3x $5,700

ADVERTISEMENT
FULL MODULE

Headline – Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

Subhead text – Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore

 LEARN MORE

(provide photo or video for background)
NEW DIGITAL FORMAT RATES

- Sponsored Module - 1x $10,000, 2x $9,900, 3x $9,500
- Full Module - 1x $6,000, 2x $5,940, 3x $5,700
- Half Module - 1x $4,000, 2x $3,960, 3x $3,800
Our Vision

[Text content]

Government Cybersecurity

Forcepoint cybersecurity systems proactively safeguard critical data and IP by being attuned to people's behavior and how people interact with data.

[Learn More Button]
IMMERSIVE WEB PAGES

FORCEPOINT CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY: DoD Intelligence Agency

Challenge: Improve security, reduce cost

Due to network segmentation requirements for confidential data and restricted user access, a US DoD intelligence agency had to maintain five separate networks with differing levels of security clearance across 18 user sites. To maintain security across the networks they had separate user endpoints and separate printers for each network. This resulted in proliferation of hardware with extremely high administration and maintenance costs when the agency was under pressure to reduce IT costs.

READ THE CASE STUDY

Forcepoint in the News

How Remote Government Employees Can Access Multiple Classified Networks

Forcepoint Changes Security Game with New Converged SASE Solutions

Securing the Federal Supply Chain
It is our mission to support your mission.

Forcepoint provides a comprehensive set of solutions to secure your critical infrastructure organization, from endpoints to network to cloud. Forcepoint is ready for your critical infrastructure needs. Secure your operations with battle-tested security solutions.
Get in touch with us

Thank you for your interest in Forcepoint. If you would like to learn more or have questions and wish to speak with a representative regarding a sales, partnership or product inquiry, please complete the form on this page and a representative will contact you.
IMMERSIVE WEB PAGES (Annual Investment/Hosted Indefinitely)

- FULL IWP (six modules) - Including 6x Annual Content Updates - $15,000
- HALF IWP (three modules) - Including 6x Annual Content Updates - $10,000
- HALF IWP (three modules) with No Updates - $6,000
USGIF Partner Landing Page

Analytics Dashboard

Brought to you by Trihelix

What is this?

We've put together this interactive analytics dashboard to help you engage with your data, and better track the performance and efficacy of your landing page.

Let's make your data actionable!

What if I have questions?

Email us a message here.
At-A-Glance

Sessions 3,657 ↓ 842.5%
Users 3,279 ↓ 2,481.9%
Bounce Rate 2.05% ↓ -87.6%

Where is traffic coming from?

When are users most active?
What's the "gender" split?

What devices are people using?

How old are users?

Where do they live?
How is social engagement?

- Avg. Session Duration: 08
- Bounce Rate: 1.7%
- 1.0% of social traffic converted
- N/A

Which social networks send traffic?

- Facebook
- WordPress

Which day is most popular for social?

- Sessions: Sunday > Monday > Tuesday > Wednesday > Thursday > Friday > Saturday
- Goal Completions: Sunday > Monday > Tuesday > Wednesday > Thursday > Friday > Saturday

When are social users most active?

- Sessions: 8 AM > 10 AM > 12 PM > 2 PM > 4 PM
- Goal Completions: 10 AM > 12 PM > 2 PM > 4 PM
Any questions?
Thank you :)